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Chuck Reece

The following classes are for FFA exhibition only. Please follow State Fair Guidelines, rules, and classes. FFA members may also exhibit other items listed in the State Fair Guidelines.

AGRICULTURAL MECHANICS

Class
LIVESTOCK TRAILERS (100 series)
1010 Gooseneck Livestock Trailer with Top
1020 Gooseneck Livestock Trailer without Top
1030 Straight Tongue Livestock Trailer with Top
1040 Straight Tongue Livestock Trailer without Top
1050 Hydraulic Livestock Trailer
MACHINERY TRAILERS (110 series)
1110 Gooseneck Machinery Trailer w/Dovetail
1120 Gooseneck Machinery Trailer w/Platform
1130 Gooseneck Machinery Trailer
1140 Dropframe Machinery Trailer
UTILITY TRAILERS (120 series)
1210 Straight Tongue 2 axle Trailer w/Tilt
1220 Straight Tongue 2 axle Trailer
1230 Single Axle Trailer (8 ft. or longer)
1240 Single Axle Trailer (less than 8ft. long)
1250 Lawn/Chore Trailer or Cart
SCRAPERS/BLADES (130 series)
1310 Box Scraper
1320 Heavy Duty Scraper Blade w/ hydraulics
1330 Scraper Blade (no hydraulics)
LARGE ROUND BALE EQUIPMENT/CARRYALLS (140 series)
1410 Large Round Bale Trailer
1420 Large Round Bale Unroller (hydraulic)
1430 Large Round Bale Stinger/Forks
1440 Large Round Hay Feeder
1450 Tractor Carryall w/Racks
1460 Tractor Carryall/Bale Forks Combination
1470 Tractor Carryall
LIVESTOCK EQUIPMENT (series 150)
1510 Large Animal Holding Chute w/Headgate
1520 Large Animal Headgate
1530 Pickup Livestock Rack
1540 Portable Corral System (min. of 10 gates)
1550 Loading Chute
1560 Small Animal Holding Chute
1570 Cattle Clipping Chute
1580 Wooden Feed Bunk
1590 Gates/Metal Frame Feed Bunk
SPLITTERS/BOOMS/TRUCK BEDS (series 160)
1610 Pickup Flatbeds
1620 Motor Driven Hydraulic Log Splitter
1630 Hydraulic Log Splitter
1640 Tractor Boom w/hydraulics
1650 Tractor Boom
SHOP EQUIPMENT (170 series)
1710 Hydraulic Shop Hoist
1720 Engine Stand
1730 Car Ramp Pair
1740 Jack Stand Pair
1750 Welding Table
1760 Sawhorse Pair
1770 Nail Box
1780 Post Driver

1781 Boot Scraper
LAWN/HOUSEHOLD ITEMS (180 series)
1810 Wooden Storage Shed (10x12)
1820 Wooden Storage Shed (8x10)
1830 Picnic Table
1840 Barbecue Grill
1850 Lawn Swing with Frame
1860 Lawn Swing Frame
1870 Step Ladder (4 steps or more)
1880 Step Ladder (3 steps or less)
1881 Park Bench
MISCELLANEOUS (190 series)
1900 Miscellaneous

COUNTRY CURED HAMS

All exhibitors must be interview before a judge in order to exhibit their hams. Each member will be allowed to exhibit a total of TWO hams in class. (May sell only ONE ham in the sale.) Only dry cured hams allowed.

Class
550 Smoked Ham
Grand & Reserve honors